Report on Dubai, etc.

Itani, you must read ever y word
of it—it's ver y interesting what I
have to say ; moreover, it's
educational, OK. I started this in
Moscow b ut I never finished it,
so here it is > ! < OK:

This is the planned metro under construction in Dubai, the 3 palms you see are real: the Dubaians finished the one in the very center, with 4000
homes all sold; now they doing two more that you can identify, one is in the arc of the moon—the moon is a symbol of Island, this crescent or circle
on the left of the map, while the globe to the right is also real almost finished, with 365 islands, each one sold for $30 dollars. They even built, at the
bottom of the middle palm tree a inside snow skiing area with a 2 chair lifts (see photo below), plus just finishing the Burdj al-Arab, the tallest bldg. in
the world – 830 meters, some 170 stories high. It's the most fantastic, cosmic, futuristic city in the world.
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Map of Dubai's train system. From left: Dubai Waterfront (Palm Islands): The Palm, Jebel Ali; The Palm, Jumeirah; The World; The
Palm, Deira.

I took these frames (below) just now in Dubai, most of these buildings completed by the end of 2006, while the tarmac of the city
airport dates back to my 1971 visit, and the once of the Creek, as the Brits called the sleepy fishing and trading outpost in the
Persian Gulf, during their colonial days… Actually, I visited the 'creek' back in 1960 as a young officer in training abroad
an aircraft carrier, visiting the existing Gold Market, the shanty town Dubai was in those days, the be-cloaked women
washing their clothes by hand in the creek waters, etc. Who would have guessed then, the 3rd millennium outcome!
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Can you follow this map…see the red arrow above U.A.E., that's where it is, OK baby! Photo of Palm Island is taken from the air, eh!

The squiggly park is at the top left of the photo, ok.
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Itani, this is called the "Great Rift" in the planetary tectonic places (you will learn that later in Geography), but it's a photograph from
space, showing I the middle the pointed landmass arrow, which is Hormuz Straits; just as you enter the bay, is this little emirate where
we were swimming called Ra's al-Khaymah, 70 km from Dubai, but we drove our jeeps on the desert safari, down south 80 km
towards Al Fujayrah on the gulf of Oman. If you take some time out and study it carefully you could make it all out, OK. It's a very
very desert-ridden empty world of heat & sand…it's a place so different, so desolate, like my younger days in Gobi: no one lives there,
but insects, snakes, wild goats and Beduins, the nomadic people of Arabia, of the Arabian Nights story gook, which Natela must read
with you if she hasn't already, OK.

This is a CIA map of the area, one of the U.S. government agencies; they make very good maps… I don't know what else they can do
well or normally, but they sure make excellent maps.
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This map is also helpful, if you want to study the area and memorize some of those names, which you hear all the time on TV
newscasts.

In-house Dubai ski center…with 2 chair

lifts, a mountain, and a good restaurant, all under roof because outside it's almost always over 100 degrees Fahrenheit.

Below, another aerial view of the skiing building – it's just fantastic… We have got to go sometime for you to see this all… I couldn’t
believe it when I saw it all this past January (2007), because I had stopped-over in the city, where there has been a major cargo and
passenger aviation transfer terminal, but this beats it all: they did it in the last 3-4 years. Came up with an architectural plan of the
entire sandy country, sold on the Stock Exchange in New York City, Wall Street, and other financial markets, got all the money in the
world, more than they needed, and now they're just going crazy building new wonders of the world. That one development called "The
World" is exactly a physical map of the entire world made of 365 islands, which they sold to private owners for $30 million dollars
each; you can see it above on those first illustrations and photographs, truly incredible!
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Strait of Hormuz map, a

Description . . .

>>>the very greener
area is it – that’s the
troubled Middle East,
the cradle of civilization,
or so they say, I mean German
scholarship, those who are in power
nowadays around the global meridians…
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Your Grandpa in Moscow last year, August 2006. This is the famous Read Squar e, the very center of Moscow; a famous
th
15 century brick fortress; the brick is red; I mean the r ed walls encompassing the Governme nt buildings of Russia. The
name "red square," dates way back, many centuries ago, even though most people think it's because of "red communism"
– all those red starts, posters, and communist propaganda, which is no more… It's good to know such things, eh!
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Dubai, Januar y 2007. Do you k now where it is? Look it up on t he maps (attach ed here b oth as pictures, and a ctual
photos, OK. It's an Arab emirate, one of the 9 mini-states t hat make up the Union of Arab Emirates (UAE), where Lj ena
and your gr andpa w ere for Christ mas/New Year's. . . it w as really fun, a good trip, I really enjo yed, though I had been
there myself many many times. This building is called Burj Al Arab, commonly called "The Sa il," which is a 7-star hotel,
the tallest hotel in the world, and probably the most expensive one. You can not drop in for a cup of coffee; you have turn
in your passport for a "security check," wait a week or two for approval, then, and only then, you can ask for a reservation,
which takes another few weeks. We played it smart though…we just took pictures in the front, period!
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This is an Arab Sheikh, in Riyadh, about 1984; I did, however visit the King of Saudi Arabia in April 1994, and even
Gen. Ariel Sharon (last time I saw him, I knew him well;
he later became the President of Israel), at the same time;
and stopped-off in Cyprus, where I ran into Milo Djukanovich, the Montenegrin head of state; Borka Vuchich, illfated Slobo Miloshevich's banker, and a whole host of
international officials/ VIPs, etc.

With Ljena, in the artificial Central Park area of Dubai. >>> I sent you this remember with a story, but perhaps it was too hard for you to read it, but
keep thinking, how you will save these graphic messages of mine, which you can read when you're grown up, you know when I will not be around
anymore for you ladies back there to pick on me all the time, tsk? tsk!
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Remember I wrote under the photo then, this line: Itani, your Grandpa became a suckling of the camel in the City Park of
Dubai, mimicking the mythological Roman twins (suckling the she-wolf), tsk? tsk!

Romulus & Remus, the orphaned twins, suckled by a she-wolf; thought to be the descendants of Aeneas, a Trojan
Prince who survived the Battle of Troy; later as grown men the brothers became the founders of Rome,
but Remus was later killed by his brother Romulus, after a long rivalry between the siblings.
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THIS is a real hunting hawk; he can kill a wild goat out in the desert—they tie razor blades to their claws; I have been on a hunt once
with the King of Jordan, his wife the daughter of a Mr. Halabi, once the director of the PAN AMERICAN Airline's office in Hotel
Metropole in Moscow. Your grandma Patricia had watched his daughter, a hellish 8-year old with pocked face (you know, from
smallpox); she married the late King—we were invited to the wedding, believe it or not, but we never went… I called on him later n
Aman, the Capital of Jordan, and he took me on a Nubian Ibex (goat) hunt, so…
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Confrontation of the spousal spare tires (at least the author's, tsk? tsk!, after two years of sitting behind the computer desk for 15-16
hrs per day, now out in the Arab Desert, taking a well deserved break, south of the Hormuz Straits, the Persian Gulf, 7 January 2007,
on the day of the Eastern Orthodox Christmas by the Julian Calendar!
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Celebrating something…, whatever it was, above, down here shopping in a mall, my legs falling off… Really, they kept me shopping
from mall to mall, horrible….
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This photo is
taken on the
beach of Ra's al
Haymah
emirate, at
bottom of the
horn of this
animal, with a
fat stomach (see
map); can you
name this
animal? It's in
your comics,
then give me the
name… I don't
think anybody
saw this until I
did this
morning, so
shall be the first
discoverers, the
cliché – the new
name – becomes
ours, your and
mine neologism,
OK.


…the American war in Baghdad is going on just across the Hormuz straits, the point of the animal's horn (note the eyes,
the nose, goatee, the tail…you have got to come up with a name, then I'll send it for registration to the Minister of
Defense, an old friend of mine, OK)!
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This is that central park area where we too the photos with the camel; you can
see it on some of the other photos, kind of squiggly meandering layout, OK.
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Itani, it w as village (above) when many many years ago I arriv ed here a little tow n with a small airstrip, w omen were still
washing clothes on the creek (s ee it above, no w it has dis appeared within a h uge futuristic metropolis. It's the most
fantastic place t o visit; hot though, +52 degree s Centigr ade (1 16 Fahre nheit, I think… I forget how
calculate th e
difference)… Anyway, like Ljena here people t ravel mostly on camelback; horses don't like heat, hence camel-tra vel…In
fact, this photo is from the 1970 s, I w as there long before t hat…, eh! Then, it was a real village; I have photos of t hose
days somewhere, who knows where all that has wound up… perhaps with your mother, I hope.
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Burj Al Arab – the Sail

The Jumeirah Beach Hotel with it's 'wave like' form is clear in the foreground.
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The sun sets on this huge man-made island that is visible from space, surely one of the 8 Wonders of the World!

The Big Palm; see ho w they have streets, trimmed with homes and apartments, everybody has his own beach, etc. They
bring huge rocks w ay do wn fro m the Jella l Mo untains, w here I also hunted w ith both King Hu ssein and Abdu reza
Pakhlavi, the brother of the late Shah of Iran, who hunted with me in Mongolia and many other places. The rocks are pu t
on barges then dropped in the sea, the Gulf of Arabia, "splat " right into the sand; then the Russians come and poor some
th
gooie plastic mass to tie/glue them together, over that goes a fat layer of soil, then sand to make the beeches, OK. Th e 8
wonder of the World, really . . . I mean the whole city stretching 45 miles along the southern Arabian Golf coastline!
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Both palms are real photographs not generated graphics, OK.

This is that 850 meters high building – Burdj al-Dubai, the tallest bldg. in the world!
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Itani, you have the website at the top, if you want to do some
Research, or whatever, OK.
Indeed, you can check on the Web about the progress
of construction, how much more is
left for them to do, etc.
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Here are couple of more renderings by artists,
but you can write to them, the
websites
are
above!

It might be interesting for your class to learn
Something about this kind of architecture, ah!
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This is just south of the Hormuz Straits, which are just 8 km from the Iranian coastline.
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Russian friends from Kemerovo, Siberia…with us in Dubai, out on the Safari at an oasis in the horn of that animal I keep
talking about – Ra's al-Khaymah Emirate to the left on the map at the bottom of the horn, Ok.
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THIS was the old 'Creek' with the some 400 shacks selling gold at cheapest prices in the world, what made
the place famous, and rich…, plus trading since times immemorial: the Creek was the main port city of the
once famous Persian Gulf, long before the Arabs came into their own with the rise of Islamic Baghdad
and it (in)famous Caliphs, who gave rise to Arab science & technology, fostering by techtransfer its ware & tear to the port of Italy, such as Genova, birthing the
incredible Renaissance in the West, etc.

This is the new emblem of Dubai, tsk? tsk! I took this picture, so I'm going to propose it along with your name of the
animal, maybe we'll get a free trip from the government to visit Dubai, just you and I, Ok.
Silly? Of course it is, but who knows…right?!

Hong Kong is a Mickey-mouse, where I took Ljena 15 years ago for 2-3 months working on my late sister's development projects in
Siberia, but Dubai today is ten times that architectural-construction exercise, believe you me, the most modern and perspective city in
the world, i.e. all that Arab oil money pouring in to build a modern Arab-Islamic infrastructure to counter the mindless West, with a
mindless Anglo-Saxon mindset, believe you me my friend!
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Thank God, the ladies in tow never bought these African ‘make believes’, tsk? tsk!
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A twilight consultation by the dromedary's duet in the Arab Desert, in communion with high-tech dimensions of contemporary
civilization, down below the exotic Dubai city…
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Dubai has 45 mile (62 km) coastline along the Persian Gulf, bordered by Abu Dhabi south & west, about 90% of the population lives
in the city, shipbuilding and aluminum production have been the mainstay for the 200,000 population. However, recent real estate
investments from the West and Asia, as well as the nearby oil revenues of the UAE and other Arab states, have caused a real boom in
the commercial and housing development industry, one of the fastest growing in the world. Dubai has no oil whatsoever…, it lives off
other revenues – real estate sales, trading, the joint port facility with Dubai, the largest such covered port covered storage area in the
world… I have inspected it—it humongous, all refrigerated, and well secured for possible terrorist acts. In fact, Bin Laden may well
be there – there has never been a single bombing or terrorist incident ever-never in Dubai, so…

The Creek, as it was historically called, Dubai was a British Colony, now a confederate state of the United Arab Emirates.

Jumeira beach residence
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The ever-expanding high-tech developments, both commercial and housing, characterizing the modern Dubai City bypassing in every
respect Hong Kong, the Oriental jewel of Southeastern Asia, while this the sprawling nirvana of the Arab-Islamic world, the West will
have to recon with in the very near future – for this infrastructure in the hands of the liberation movements characterizing the struggle
of the weak will have its say-so in an emerging New World Order, way beyond the reach of the Anglo-Saxon mindset, aggressive,
aggrandizing and hegemonistic designs on the worldly meridians…, but not for long!

Copyright©24 September 2007, by Prof. Paul S. Cutter, St. Stefan, Montenegro – Europe.
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P.S.

Finally t his c hunk of r eal-estate is c alled "the cra dle of humanity," th e Mesopotamian Vall ey ar ound the
Arabian or Persian Gulf (we never know what to ca ll it – s urely more Arabs are around it then the Ira nians
(who are a n a ncient race of peo ple c alled Persidi/P ersians, our ver y own a ncestors: we ar e ori ginally
Persians, though I have theory which I wish to prove—that we proto-Slavs, and you're Slavic by origin, Itani,
I'm almost sure that we m oved from the D ast-e-Cavir D esert, the Irania n Platea u, do wn into the C entral
Asian s avannah of so utheastern Kaz akhstan – th e so-c alled "S emirechie, or Sev en Rivers reg ion of that
recently constituted sovereign country.
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Don't you think I look like a Mongolian camel driver?
Boy! That was a long, long time ago…
Back in the early
1960s.
You didn't even have a mother then, eh!
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Burdj al-Dubai
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Itani, this is the other half of the World, now you have it all sandwiched between the two hemispheres, OK.
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